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Fervor Of Acclaim For Miami Migration Indicates New Spirit

Femmes Don War-Paint—Head For Injun Country

The controversy concerning the!
amount of school spirit or the lack of |
it on the Bowling Green State University campus has been treated from many
angles with many conclusions being
drawn after some particular instance
has brought the issue to the foreground.
Although Bowling Green is young as
an institution of tradition, and does not
boast of ivy clad walls, each year, yes,
even each day, brings forward bits of
tradition building material until today
there is evidenced a hearty and mature
school spirit. There is definitely that
feeling that there is a caurfe and a lovalty.

Among these materials on which the
foundation of school spirit has been
built to its present new height is the Inaugeration several years ago of the annual migration day pilgramage. Today
as an institution it annually throws the
campus into a fervor as the students
sense the exciting pleasure of following
the team and cheering them on to victory on foreign soil.
This year by popular acclaim the
Falcon's fracas in the Miami Redskin's
tepee has been chosen as the annual migration day game. It is easy to reason
the appropriateness of this choice. It is
the first game in gridiron relations between the two state institutions and it

also marks the rise of the Brown and
Orange into a new strata of football
competition.
Elaborate plans have been made to
make the migration the biggest and best
ever. A car caravan has been formed
and tentative plans have been made to
charter a Greyhound bus for the convience of those that would like to travel
by that means.
So students, get behind the project
and push; show the skeptics that the
student body is behind the team 100
per cent and that school spirit is truly
a meaningful actuality.
Get the "feeling" at the dance Friday night, and migrate Saturday.—RD
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Campusites Will Trek To Polls
Monday To Name Regal Court
"Neat stop Miami I" say the seven glamorous fugitives from a harem loading up Bob Fruth's antiquated limousine in preparation for Bowling Green's annual Migration Day. In the front row, left to
right, are: Jean Miller, sophomore transfer from Wittenberg! Alberta Rilay, freshman from Canton;
l.'Jsnc Kiplinger, Bellevue freshman j and Jean Hering, junior transfer from Carnegie Tech. In the
back seat are: Mary De Haven, Portia "Pepper" Ohl, and Barbara Burridge, all freshmen from Dobbs
Ferry. N. Y., Ashland, Ohio, and Lake Bluff, III., respectively. The discouraged gentleman with the |
wrench is Bob Fruth, owner of the alleged auto. If he can get the motor started, this cargo of beauty
will lead the caravan of cars to the Falcon-Redskin fracas at Miami University Saturday.
_
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CAA Course

Falcons Blaze Trail For

D'Asaro Calls \[ Back To Tepee ]\ol Contests Expected As
For Talented
Yearlings Choose Officers
Radio Artists

Have you got a voice?
Good! This may be your
Miami chance to start your own
riople on the radio waves, according to Michael D'Asaro,
University program director.
Orange And Brown Supporters Will Pack Highways
Under the plans now being
formulated for the UniverIn Colorful Migration Day; Redskins
Lack Of Enrolled Forces
sity's series of radio programs,
Add Dads' Day To Spectacle
Postponement Of
quite a variety of programs is
contemplated. The programs will
Training Class
From the diagonal to the stadium. Bowling Green's provide opportunities for a numstudents to parIt WHS decided at a special campus will be deserted this week-end when an estimated ber of university
in broadcasts, tentatively
meeting last Monday to give 500 students will follow the Falcons to Miami for the third ticipate
for WSPD, Toledo;
up the Civil Aeronautics Au- annual Migration Day. For the past two years, Migration arranged
Lima, and WMRN, Marion
thority program for the first Day consisted simply of a number of students traveling to WI.OK.
addition to those students ensemester, according to Major Findlay College for a night game. This season, however, in
'campus
opinion
dictated
that rolled in the radio production
.IK. Kaney. Instead the procourses, speech 108, and 308.
gram is scheduled to begin
Miami university at Oxford should
Forums Offered
operation at the University
be the Migration Day foe.

To Be Given
second l erm

Queen Nominations Will Be Made By Footballers
From Lists Submitted By Sororities; Voting
In Rec Hall 8 to 4
M

Programs Scheduled For
Three Stations; Writers
Actors Needed

Bowling Green's 1941 homecoming queen, who will reign
over the various festivities here October 23 and 24, will be
elected next Monday, October 13, in an all-campus election.
Three freshman class officers and one student council repre-.
sentative will also be named at this time according to Max
Ihrig, chairman of the Student Council election committee.

Stujent g^ jQ

'
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throne. The race for the freshman offices promises to be a color,
ful speetarle with the usual maximum of ballyhoo, campaigning, and
speech making.
Petitions Available
The Wood County Fall Farm
Petitions for the class offices are
Festival is being held in Bowling available now in Dean of StuGreen starting today and will con- dents. Arch B. Conklin's office in
tinue until Friday evening, Octo- (he Administration Building. The
ber 10. There will be purades and freshman petitions must be signed
concerts by county school bands by 30 members of the yearling
on each of the three days.
class, and if any name is found to
This afternoon there will be a appear more than once on a petiparade in which the school bunds tion for one particular office, that
from Troy, Luckey, Milton, and petition will be declared null and
Webster will participate.
They | void,
All petitions must be in
will also present concerts this eve- the hands of Dean Conklin by
ning as follows: Armory, 7 to 8 Thursday, Oct. 9, at 4 p. m.
p. m.i Courthouse, 8 to 9 p. m.;
The Student Council election
Armory 9 to 10 p. m.
committee that is in charge of the
Bands Pl.v
election is as follows: Max Ihrig,
Tomorrow afternoon the bands chairman; Dick Camp, Don Patterfrom
North
Troy, Bloomdale, son, Ruth Heyman and June Smith.
Grand Rapids, and Weston will
play in the parade which will consist largely of pets of school
children of the county. Concerts
will also be held at the Armory
and Courthouse in the evening; at
the Courthouse, fl to 7 p. m. and 8
to 9 p. m.; and at the Armory, 7
to 8 p. m. and 9 to 10 p. m.
Ruth Kellermyer was named
Friday's parade will be known stage manager for "The Male Anias the Parade of the Century and mal," according to Elden T. Smith,
car dealers and farm implement director of the University theatre,
dealers along with the high school when he announced the technical
bands from Cygnet, Montgomery crew for the production last week.
(Wayne), Pemberville, and Por- Martha l.own is assistant stage
tage will help to make up the manager.
parade. Aguin there will be conPeg Hiltz is property mistress;
certs by the bands in the evening; Phil Miles is stage carpenter. CosArmory, 6 to 7 p. m. and 8 to 9 p. tumes are in charge of Lois Mills
m.; and Courthouse. 7 to 8 p. m. and Roger Wheeler will direct
and 9 to 10 p. m.
lighting.
The Bowling Green High School
Wilh.lm Directs Business
band will march and play at the
The business staff is headed by
concerts each of the three days.
Jack Wilhelm. His assistants are
!Max Hanke and Marshall Folts.
Seven Admitted To
Lois Mayfleld is handling the Bee
Shatzel Infirmary ; Gee News publicity.
Neuman Mahla, technical direcThe following girls were ad- tor, has designed the original
mitted to the University infirmary.setting. The living room of the
for treatment last week: Kathryn professor's'home will be of modern
Unique lighting effects
Brooks, Jane Davis, Joan Echel- design.
barger, Mary Ann Murschel, and will be a feature of the stage picture.
Virginia Forney.

Three-Day Program Starts
Today, Will End
Friday

Coach Robert H. Whittaker will
take his Brown and Orange gridders to Oxford Saturday to seek a
victory over his alma mater. Whittaker was a star halfback and
Present
plans
will
include
dratrackster while an undergraduate
the seo.rnl semester.
matic
shows,
forums,
variety
Cars,
trains,
trucks,
busses,
anil
at Miami.
Due to H misunderstanding the;
shows,
musical
programs,
and
quiz
r
w-i
[the
educated
thumb—all
will
be
government has failed to sign a
riOpeS Ol I*reeClOm utilized in this largest and far- sessions. Opportunities will also
quota for students desiring to parthest migration of the supporters be provided for students to partiticipate in the Civil Pilot Training
of the Orange and Brown. In ad- cipate in all other usperts of
Program.
However, coordinator Freshmen
Claim Usual dition to the color accompaning broadcasting; announcing, providMajor J. K. Raney has been as-;
this newest of University tradi- ing sound effects, and mood music,
sured a contract will be given the Foul As Upperclassmen
tions, the Miami Redskins are cele- directing, and writing, in addition
second simester.
Win In Walk-Away
NYA rolls for the year 1941-42
brating Dad's Day, another grid- to doing dramatic work or other
Penalty Waived
list 1111 according to Dr. H. B.
innovation
honoring the speaking parts.
Dr. Frank J. Prout has author-, By DOROTHY ANN SALISBURY iron
fathers of the players. Climaxing
Reading auditions will be held Williams. This indicates an iniied students who registered for
One of the biggest athletic the
lavish
spectacle
already in room 106 from 4 to 5 p. m. on crease over last year's list of 157.
the CPT course to re-enroll in some
events
of
the
year
was
witnessed
promised will be the first pigskin Wednesday. Thursday, and Friday,
The allotment of NYA funds to
other course without penalty.
Major Raney said it is planned ( by several hundred Bowling Green meeting of these two state uni- October 8, 9, and 10. Later audi- Bowling Green State University
students
last
Friday
afternoon.
tions may be arranged by appoint- has been established at a total of
versities.
to have all students taking thej
ment with Michael D'Asaro. Stu- $15,120 for the nine payroll
CPT program enrolled before the The occasion was the annual batChartered Bus Possible
tle of brain and brawn for the
dents wishing to audition should months. This is over $2,000 less
end of the first semester in order
If
sufficient
interest
is
shown.
purpose of deciding when the
to have ihe physical examinations poor, picked-on freshmen may doff I arrangements will be made to be prepared to read one or two than last year's amount. All parand the contracts completed be- their frosh caps and be treated! chart« a^us/or "tudenta wishing short, dramatic exerpts, of their ticipating institutions have suffore the second semester begins.
to make the trip en masse. Stu-; own choosing. They should choose fered reductions in NYA funds.
like men and women.
Despite the decrease in allotAll those who are interested in
idents who plan to drive down and,: preferably some straight character,
Contestants
ConUstants were fr
freshmen men
d
h
fu„
wi„ one which would illustrate their men, a comparison will show the
signing up for the program should
...M.....1.
i...,,!....- r..- tk«i
f.... i
*
'
■
. ,
ii
see Mr. Raney in the near future. , (gallantly battling for that fresh- be swamped with paying appli- j natural ability, and also any other importance of the Federal aid. It
man woman he wished to liberate cants if they will post their name roles which would demonstrate will entirely support about 50 stufrom the clutches of the upper- and phone number on the bulletin any ability to double or read dia- dents and would pay the fees of
Group Will Attend
nearly 175 students.
classmen,) and the sophomore men
lect parts.
P. E. Outing Meet! (eager to defend their supremacy board in the "Well."
The
"great
exodus"
will
begin
and that of their superiors.)
Friday
afternoon
and
extend
Bowling Green State University
For weeks members of both through till early Saturday mornwill be represented at the Ohio | teams have been Retting in condi-i ;;■£"•;;. £■'-;£ you^a"^ tTfly,
College Outing Conference to be tion for the event.
Study was will be the deadline if you expect
held at Tar Hollow Camp, Ross-! surrendered to sleep; ice cream ■ to make the opening kick-off. So,
Hocking State Park, October 11 and cokes were given up to ™»te[anlil Saturnay, "Next atop,
and 12. it was announced by the room for real vitamins. There
Miami!"
physical education department.
were several traffic accidents on
the University would drop them
By JOHN BERCHMAN
Faculty members to attend from the cinder track between fellows
With athletics definitely on the from their schedules and in doing
this University will include Miss limbering up for the big moment.'
upbeat here at the University and so the academic reputation of the
Carolyn Shaw, Miss Emily HartIt was a good fast fight and a
with campus opinion strongly in University would be jeopardized.
Comments Received
man, Miss Gertrude Eppler and fair one—except for a few handifavor of bigger and better teams
Typical of the comments reWarren E. Steller. Arlene Fish- caps suffered by the freshmen.
the question "Do you favor the
er, president of the Physical EduWho won! Your guess is as
subsidization of athletes hare on ceived are as follows:
Doug Myers, sophomore from
cation club, and Scott Street will good as anyone's, but here we are
campus" was asked in a survey
Columbus: "That's what the school
represent the students of Bowling in another week of freshman inAt a meeting of the Men's Glee! taken by this department.
needs—bigger
and better teams
Green.
itiation.
To obtain a more concise opinion
Club Thursday evening Kelvern
Misamore was elected business on the subject a group of twenty and bigger and better schedules."
Burt Shambarger, another sophomanager of the group and primary students were interviewed and the
Montpelier
stated,
plans for the spring tour were dis- result was that over 80 per cent more from
cussed. Misamore, a senior from of those interviewed were in favor "That is one feature that would do
will succeed Carrol Cheek of subsidization, the actual count more for the growth and prestige
LARRY KUHX IN "MY OPINION"—"Frankie gives Joe and Findlay,
is now attending the Univer- being 18 in favor, three against of this school than any ten others."
Winnie a hand and hemispheric solidarity is a forgotten issue." who
sity of Cincinnati.
and one undecided.
Opinion Backs Move
BOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS"—"Who among you is The spring tour, according to
Prof. Leon Fauley, director of the
Pointing out that campua opinloleranl and therefore can claim thai he is educated?"
group, will be conducted the third ion as well as faculty opinion has
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH"—"Doggonlt, the novelty of this week In March and will be routed gone on record as favoring the
25 Mala Animal — play, also
year's crop of freshman girls is beginning lo wear off already." through Van Wert to Fort Wayne, move last year nearly all those October
Homecoming danca
then on to Chicago. The return who favored the motion stated
5 Three Kay open lion" ••»26 Inter- Sorority Scholarship
DAVE KROFT IN "MOURNING MALE"—"There are three will be through southern Illinois that this would do more to feature
8 Organ recital
taa
dosses cf women on the Bowling Green campus—the intellec- and then back to Bowling Green by the growth of the University than 10 Kohl Hall all-campus dmc- 31 Lai
Amiga, all-campus Masway of Cincinnati. If any stu- any other single factor.
tual, the beautiful, and the majority."
querade ball
11 Swan Club splanh parly or
dent whose home town is along the
Those who objected to the proNovember
NickelocHon dance
way, wishes to have the f.lee Club posal stated that with the "con2 Phratra open house tea
sing there, he should contact Prof- ception" of this so-called evil many
12 Skol tea
5 Organ recital
fessor
Fauley
or
Miss
Moore
in
the
schools
which
regularly
schedule
18
Rufua
Rosa
Marionette.
Homecoming election lo be held Monday in Bee. Hall
7 Sophomore dance
Practical Arts Building.
17 Square dance
8 Skol sport dance
Migration day at Miami Satufday
Approximately 60 voices have
YMCA
Plans
Smoker
15 Inter-Sorority name band
18 Nickelodeon danca
CAA discontinued
been tested for the group, however
16 Five Sister tea
19 La* Amiga* tea
the final selection will be limited
Technical staff of play named
The YMCA is planning a facul19-24 Thanksgiving vacation
22 Mala Animal—play
to 36 men. More first tenors are
Cross country men and footballers go to Miami
ty-student smoker Thursday, Oc29 WAA formal
23 Mala Animal—play
needed to complete the group and
Kohl Hall sponsors the "Redskin Rhumba."
24 Homecoming danca — both December
all other parts will be closed un- tober 16. Watch the News next
3 Organ recital
gyma
week for particulars.
less students volunteer soon.
Radio program work started

Frosh Mourn As
Soph Tuggers End

161 Get NYA Aid
For First Semester

Survey Reveals Favor
For Stressing Athletics

Men's Glee Club
Books Spring Tour

What They Are Saying...

The election will be held in Urn

Recreation Hall from 8 a, m. until
Fall Farm Fete
4 p. m. and at this time the entim
Features Free student body will have an opportunity to name the campus beauty
Frolic For All of their choice to the coveted

Kellermyer WU1
Be Stage Manager
For 'Male Animal'

Dances Cram New Social Calendar

In Today's News...

.^

3
5
6
7

WAA fall sports supper
Five Sister dance (private)
Inter-Sorority formal
YMCA and YWCA annual
danca
10-11-12 University play
13 Nickelodeon dance
14 Seven Sister Christmas tea
19 Christmas vacation begin*
January
5 Christmas vacation enda
7 Organ recital
10 Skol all-campua dance
16 Nickelodeon dance
17 YWCA International feetivml
26-30 Examination week
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GREINER SHOP
Repair,
Dry Cleaning
Alteration, on any |inmi
148 W. Wooater

PURITY
Confectioners

W.A .A. Sponsoring
Social Calendar Is Almost
Kid Party Tonight
Completed; Dance Saturday
By MARTHA WALWRATH

118 N. Main
For The Best in—
CAKES AND PASTRIES

ROSS BAKERY
Ph, 7811

248 N. Main

Don't Forget—

CAIN'S
Marcelle Potato Chip*

Welcome!!!
New Students
and Old.
Come and try our
Toasted Sandwiches,
Home Made Ice
Cream and Candies.

on your next outing

RECORDS
GOOD FOOD

SHEET MUSIC
INSTRUMENTS
SUPPLIES

■t

Spratt's Music
Store

HARVEY'S
128 W. Wooater

130 K. Wooeter

CHURCH SHOE SHOP
14fl W. Wooater
SUEDE SHOES
REFINISHED

The store that appreciates the student's patronage.

LEHMAN'S
Dry Cleaning

LLOYD'S
Drug Store

Tailoring

Cor. Wooeter and Main

Dobb*
Hat*

Arrow
Shirt*
For the new fall styles
of Skirts, Sweaters,

MEN'S WEAR

Slips and Hose, try—

KESSEL'S
Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop
Expert Beauty
Work
PHONE 4461

RAPPAPORT'S
School Supplie*
Party Favor*
Decorations
Favors

Novelties
Gift*

In fact everything to make
etudent life more enjoyable
in B. C—
"Com* in and look around—
You me always welcome."

NEWS SOCIETY EDITOR

Investigating plans for the coming school year, we find
that the social committee, headed by Dean Wilder, is deep in
plans for the coming school year. The social calendar is not
officially completed, but it promises plenty of eventful campus
week-ends to keep you all happily occupied and make you
forget those week-day classes.
Plan* for thin week-end are a'
aquare dance on Friday evening:
and a nickelodian dance on Saturday. Both affair*, will be all-campus and held in the Women's Gym.
We auggeflt freshmen try the
nquare dance, for laat year it proved lota of fun. And we need not
even mention that the "nickelodiaiia" are junt the place to get acquainted and meet that freshman
you've seen on campus the past two
weeks.
Next week's paper should include
the complete social calendar for the
year, so watch for it.

A TAPESTRY - SIENNA
PORTRAIT OF YOU
Size 8x10 for
ONLY $1.00
Reuularly IH.OO

A-"Kittj- Keper" Kid Party will
be held this evening in the Women's Gym at 7. The W. A. A.
is sponsoring the affair for all university coeds with a special invitation being extended to freshmen
women.
As the name suggests,
kiddie costumes will be worn. A
program of entertainment is being
arranged and there will be refreshments.
Committees for the
party include: Kay Rhodes, Rae
Ankney, Mary Bair, Marjorie Ripley, publicity; Helen Sturgeon,
Betty Hendrickson, Phyllis Fauble,
games; and Virginia Corson, Mary
Alice Wolf, Arlene Fisher, refreshments.

READ THE ADS

WHAT ARE YOU DOING MM
YOUR LAUNDRY THIS YEAR?...

Plena were made far BC homecoming at the Five Sister Sorority
meeting held Tuesday, Sept. 23.
The committees, as anounced by
V i c e-houae chairman Marrietta
Kerschner, are as follows: Food
committee for homecoming brunch:
chairman, Ethel Zimmerman, Mary
Jane Wilaon, Dorothy Mercer;
decoration committee for the
house: chairman, Grace Pietsch- Decker, Whitker, Schwyn
Riding Laurels
man, Dorothy Ellen Wright, Vir. Receive
ginia Patterson, Eukie Moellman;
flower and decoration committee
The Heddon School of Riding
for the inside of the house: chair- entered the horse show and gymkman, Betty Zangline, Marie Decker, hana held at Douglas Meadows,
Three hundred couple* enjoyed Mary Lou shell..n. Martha l.mi.l- West Toledo, Saturday and Sunthe music of Johnny Snyir's or- enslagel.
day, September 20 and 21, and was
Table committee for brunch: successful in obtaining several of
chestra at the Three Kay back to
school hop, Saturday night. This1 chairman, Arltne Fisher Virginia the major awards.
all-campus dance was held from 9 Krout, Mary Lou Mauerhan; com
Anne Whitker won the bareback
to 12 in the Mens' Gym. Decora- mittee for dance decorations, chair- contest in a class composed mostly
A better method is to send it home regularly by RAILtions for the dance suggested the man, Helen Fashbaugh, Phyliss of boys, and ahe also placed second
Goodnight.
WAY
EXPRESS—and have it returned the same w»y.
"back to school" idea and included Jackson, Jean Ann
in the potato race.
suit caaes, banners, registration Charlotte Stump is in charge of
Marie Decker and Helena
Our
service is fast, sure—and convenient. Economical
reserved
seats
for
the
homecoming
cards, and freshman cap decoragame, and Judy Wild in charge of Schwyn, riding in the pairs class,
tions.
rates
include
pick-up and delivery at no extra charge
Miss Margaret Yocum and Miss the Five Sister ribbons. The soror- won the blue ribbons and trophies.
In
the
three
gaited
stake
Marie
ity
is
planning
to
have
the
inside
within
our
regular
vehicle limits in all cities and prinFlorence Baird were the faculty
sponsors for the acair. Katherine{"' the hou»* newly decorated for Decker showed Roderic Dhu and
cipal
towns.
Your
choice
of prepaid or collect charges.
placed
fourth.
Helena
Schwyn
Bildcrback was general chairman (homecoming.
was named the best rider of the
Just
as
convenient
too,
for 'most any shipment:
for the dance assisted by Marilyn
The La, Amiga, Sorority ha, show and received the blue ribbon
Travers and Betty Goodenough.
and
trophy.
Baggage,
gifts,
cake
or
a
pet
elephant.
elected Marjorie Hilt, treasurer to
At a recent meeting, William, fill the vacancy left by Lois GorHall girls elected Mary Bair us don, who is attending Michigan
Ann
Sheridan, the screen's
housechairman for the year. Betty State this year, Virginia Kurtz "oomph
girl." attended North
will
be
news
reporter,
and
Ruth
Hibler was named assistant houseTexas State Teachers College and
INC.
AUKNCY
Allison
will
act
as
house
chairman.
chairman.
Houseboard members
The girls are making plans for luter taught school in the same
are Luella Coulter, Jane Arthur,
state.
NATION WIDI IAII-AII SIIVICI
Kay Rhodes, Marie Evans, Georgia their annual open-house tea to be
Frcdricks, and Phyllis Portman. held on Oct. 12, This will be the
first opportunity for the sorority
to open its new home to the facThe Three-Key Sorority ia mak- ulty and students.
ing plans for their annual tea fro
Jean Whitte, a sorority member,
freshmen women to be held Oct. S, has returned to the campus this
at their house at 215 Thurstin Ave. fall to complete her degree.
Mrs. W. H. Bachman, the housemother, and Miss Florence Baird
PU
and Miss Margaret Yocum, facul"' '," •"•■"•"■"•"I —ek-end
ty sponsors, will pour. Ruth Ver-, were,malde at,"•? ■"•"j* of the,
Ph r aU
milly. and Martha Farwig are in
.,
*™**9 l«»t week. Neva
w s
fhairm
charge of arrangements for ttoff*"
" . "T
"" °f
tea, and Rosemary Patterson is tho. comm.ttee for arrangements
chairman of the food committee, l" ^ "*gj b*}-eoi* Ca,heI "nd
Mary DeWitt. Miss Kleanor Rupp,
1941 graduate and sorority memMr. and Mrs. H. B. Urshel en- ber, was a guest at the meeting.
tertained the Seven Sister Sorority
Following Saturday's football
Tuesday evening at a picnic sup- game, the sorority held a scavenper on their pond. A business ger hunt and wiener roast at the
meeting in the Seven Sister lounge City Park.
Florabell Anderson
in ShaUel followed at which plans was chairman of the committee in
for the new year were made and charge.
hoBMComfug was discussed.
Jane Otis, sorority member, has
Former members who returned entered nurses' training at the
for the W(K>ster-Bowling Green Ford Hospital in Detroit.
*/,
game last week-end were; Eloise
Dyer, I.aura Kbersole, Mildred
This coupon and 30c preaented
Whight, Helen Moss, and Esther with
order, will clean and preea
Dickey, who was formerly Esther pair of penta, aweater or akirt.
Bishop.
Home Laundry and Dependable
Cleaaera, 166 W. Wooater. Good
any dey.
Delicious Baked Goods

RAILWA

XPRESS

en a m<

RANDALL'S
BAKERY
South Main Street

PORTRAIT SPECIAL

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1941

Member

Federal Reserve
System

Bank of
Wood County

STUDENTS!!
10% of on $1, $2, $3
meal tickets
Whitehouse

a Wwufe

and 111 give you back 15 seconds
Says

Hamburger
Shop
CHILI lOe

PAUL DOUGLAS,

well-known radio announcer

dor
omebody whistles a few bars of a catchy tune.
Others pick it up.
Soon the whole country's whistling it.
It's a hit.

SOUP 10c

Member Federel Depo.it
Inaurance Corp.

Somebody lights up a cigarette.
Likes it. Passes the word along.
Soon the whole country's smoking it.
It's a hit. IT'S CHESTERFIELD.

ARIEL WALKER STUDIO
110 N. Main

lhe big thing that's pushing Chesterfield ahead
Is the approval of smokers like yourself.
Chesterfields are definitely Milder,
Cooler-Smoking and Better-Tasting.
They're made of the world's best
cigarette tobaccos
Blended just right to give you more smoking pleasure.
ut even these facts wouldn't count
If smokers didn't just naturally like them.
Once a smoker finds out from Chesterfield
What real smoking pleasure is, nothing else will do.
Yes, fellow smokers, IT'S YOUR APPROVAL
THAT'S PUSHING CHESTERFIELD AHEAD.

Everywhere you go

Cerii,.! I'll. Uc<m 1 Urn, Taaacca Ca.

Femmes Don War-Paint—Head For Injun Country

j Fervor Of Acclaim For Miami Migration Indicates New Spirit
The controversy concerning the
amount of school spirit or the lack of
it on the Bowling Green State University campus has been treated from many
angles with many conclusions being
drawn after some particular instance
has brought the issue to the foreground.
Although Bowling Green is young as
an institution of tradition, and does not
boast of ivy clad walls, each year, yes,
even each day, brings forward bits of
tradition building material until today
there is evidenced a hearty and mature
school spirit. There is definitely that
feeling that there is a caurfe and a lovalty.

Among these materials on which the
foundation of school spirit has been
built to its present new height is the Inauguration several years ago of the annual migration day pilgramage. Today
as an institution it annually throws the
campus into a fervor as the students
sense the exciting pleasure of following
the team and cheering them on to victory on foreign soil.
This year by popular acclaim the
Falcon's fracas in the Miami Redskin's
tepee has been chosen as the annual migration day game. It is easy to reason
the appropriateness of this choice. It is
the first game in gridiron relations between the two state institutions and it

also marks the rise of the Brown and
Orange into a new strata of football
competition.
Elaborate plans have been made to
make the migration the biggest and best
ever. A car caravan has been formed
and tentative plans have been made to
charter a Greyhound bus for the convience of those that would like to travel
by that means.
So students, get behind the project
and push; show the skeptics that the
student body is behind the team 100
per cent and that school spirit is truly
a meaningful actuality.
Get the "freling" at the dance Friday night, and migrate Saturday.—M)
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Campusites Will Trek To Polls
Monday To Name Regal Court
"Next •top Miami!" .ay th« ifv*n gUmorou* fugitive! from a harem loading up Bob Fruth'a *nti
quatod 'Imouiine in preparation for Bowline Green'» annual Mif ration Day. In the front row, loft to t
right, are: Joan Miller, aophomore transfer from Wittenberg; Alberta Riley, freshman from Canton;
L'Jane Kiplinger. Bellovuo freshman; and Joan Horing, junior transfer from Carnegie Tech. In the
back teat are: Mary De Havon, Portia "Pepper ' Ohl, and Barbara Burridge, all freshmen from Dobb.
Ferry. N. Y., Ashland, Ohio, and Lake Bluff, III., respectively.
The discouraged gentleman with the
wrench is Bob Frwth, owner of the alleged auto. If he can get the motor started, this cargo of beauty
will lead the caravan of cars to the Falcon<Redskin fracas at Miami University Saturday.

D'Asaro Calls
For Talented
Radio Artists

Back To Tepee

Queen Nominations Will Ba Made By Footballers
From Lists Submitted By Sororities; Voting
In Rec Hall 8 to 4
'.

Programs Scheduled For
Three Stations; Writers
Actors Needed

CAA Course Falcons Blaze Trail For
Have you got a voice?
Good! This may be your
To Be Given
chance to start your own
rinple on the radio waves, acStudent Exodus To Miami cording
to Michael D'Asaro,
Second Term
University program director.

Orange And Brown Supporters Will Pack Highways
Under the plans now being
formulated for the UniverIn Colorful Migration Day; Redskins
Lack Of Enrollees Force*
sity's series of rndio programs,
Add Dads' Day To Spectacle
Postponement Of
quite a variety of programs is
contemplated. The programs will
Training Class
From the diagonal to the stadium. Bowling Green's ] provide opportunities for a numcampus will be deserted this week-end when an estimated l ber of university students to parIt was decided at a special
meeting last Monday to give 500 students will follow the Falcons to Miami for the third ticipate in broadcasts, tentatively
for WSPD, Toledo;
up the Civil Aeronautics Au- annual Migration Day. For the past two years, Migration arranged
thority program for the first Day consisted simply of a number of students traveling to; WI.OK. Lima, and WMRN, Marion
semester, according to Major Findlay College for a night game. This season, however, in addition to those students en-

Hot Contests Expected As.
Yearlings Choose Officers
Bowling Green's 1941 homecomirg queen, who will reign
over the various festivities here October 23 and 24, will be
elected next Monday, October 13, in an all-campus election.
Three freshman class officers and one student council repre-.
sentative will also be named at this time according to Max
Ihrig, chairman of the Student Council election committee.
The election will be held in the;

Recreation Hall from 8 a. m. until
Fall Farm Fete
4 p. m. and at this time the entire
Features Free student body will have an opporto name the campus beauty
Frolic For All tunity
of their choice to the coveted

Goeeer wmrjfHimt

Three-Day Program Starts
Today, Will End
Friday

throne. The race for the freshman offices promises to be a colorful spectacle with the usual maximum of ballyhoo, campaigning, and
speech making.
Petition! Available
Petitions for the class offices are
avuilable now in Dean of Students. Arch B. Conklin's office in
the Administration Building. The
freshman petitions must be signed
by 30 members of the yearling
class, and if any name is found to
appear more than once on a petition for one particular office, that
petition will be declared null and
void.
All petitions must be in
the hunds of Dean Conklin by
Thursday, Oct. 9, at 4 p. m.
The Student Council election
committee that is in charge of the
election is as follows; Max Ihrig,
chairman; Dick Camp, Don Patterson, Ruth Heyman and June Smith.

Coni-h Robert H. Whittaker will
take his Brown and Orange gridJ. K. Kaney. Instead the pro-1
^campus
opinion
dictated
that rolled in the radio production «.ern to Oxford Saturday to seek a
The Wood County Fall Farm
courses, speech 10K, and 308.
victory over his*, alma mater. Whit- Festival is being held in Bowling
gram is scheduled to begin Frosh Mown As
Miami University at Oxford should I
taker was a star halfback and Green starting today and will conForum. Offered
operation at the University
Present plans will include dra- trackster while an undergraduate tinue until Friday evening. OctoC
1 T
C"
J '"' ''"' Migration Day for.
the sec"T>d semester.
Cars, trains, trucks, basses, and matic shows, forums, variety at Miami.
Due in a misunderstanding the SOph 1 UggerS tnd
ber 10. There will be parades and
■j
£C
J
'"" educated thumb—all will be shows, musical programs, and quiz
government has failed to sign a
concerts by county school bunds
tlOpeS
Ol
r
reedOm
utilized
in
this
largest
and
farsuasions
Opportunities
will
also
quota for students desiring to parOB each of the three days.
thest migration of the supporters be provided for students to partiticipate In the Civil Pilot Training
This afternoon there will be a
However, coordinator Freshmen
Claim
In ad- cipate in all other aspects of
Program.
Uiua| "'the Orange and Brown.
parade in which the school bands
[dition to the color accompaning: broadcasting; announcing, providMajor J. K. Kanev has been asfrom Troy, Luckey, Milton, and
sured a ..intract will be given the **oul As Upperclassmen j this newest of University tradi- ing sound effects, and mood music,
Webster will participate.
They
tions, the Miami Redskins are cele- directing, and writing, in addition
second s<mester.
Win In Walk-Away
will also present concerts this eveNYA rolls for the year 1941-42
brating Dad's Day, another grid- to doing dramatic work or other
Penalty W.ived
ning as follows: Armory, 7 to 8
list 101 according to Dr. H. B.
innovation
honoring
the speaking parts.
Dr. Frank J. Prout has author-lBy DOROTHY ANN SALISBURY iron
p. m.; Courthouse. 8 to 9 p. m.;
Reading auditions will be held Williams. This indicates an inized students who registered for"'
,*"
~1Z'l' fathers of the players. Climaxing
Armory !) to 10 p. m.
c
lhe
blKKf,,t
the CPT course to re-enroll in some
°"
°'.
*«hleticthe
,pectacle already in room lOfl from 4 to 5 p. m. on crease over last year's list of 167.
Uvi8h
Band. Play
The allotment of NYA funds to
other SWIM without penalty.
,?bven,s of. *e f" Rw,",.w,ln^'",e,l P™mi»ed will be the first pigskin; Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
Tomorrow afternoon the bands
Major Ranev said it is planned * several hundred Bowling Green I mvvtmg 0, thelw two state uni- October 8, 9, and 10. Later audi- Bowling Green State University
North
Troy,
Bloomdnle,
tions may be arranged by appoint- has been established at a total of from
ts have all students taking the' Lt»'l™ta .lB8, Fr'd">' afternoon. ver8itie8.
ment with Michael D'Asaro. Stu- $16,120 for the nine payroll Grand Rapids, and Weston will j
CPT program enrolled before the iThe occasion was the annual batChartered Bui Poatible
tle of brain and brawn for the
dents wishing to audition should months. This is over $2,000 leas play in the parade which will con-!
end of the first semester in order
purpose of deciding when the', If sufficient interest is shown,
to have the physical examinations poor, picked-on freshmen may doff | arrangements will be made to be prepared to read one or two than last year's amount. All par- sist largely of pets of school
short, dramatic exerpts, of their ticipating institutions have suf- children of the county. Concerts)
and the contracts completed betheir frosh caps and be treated charter a bus for students wishing own choosing. They should choose fered reductions in NYA funds.
will also be held at the Armory]
fore the second semester begins.
I to make the trip en masse. Stulike men and women.
Despite the decrease in allot- and Courthouse in the evening; ati
All tho.-e who are intereated in
i dents who plan to drive down and. preferably some straight character,
Contestants were freshmen men as yet, do not have a full car, will one which would illustrate their men, a comparison will show the the Courthouse, 6 to 7 p. m. and 8'
aigning up for the program should
see Mr. Raney in the near future. (gallantly battling for that fresh- be swamped with paying appli-I natural ability, and also any other importance of the Federal aid. It to 9 p. m.; and at the Armory, 7,
imin woman he wished to liberate cants if they will post their name roles which would demonstrate will entirely support about 60 stu- to 8 p. m. and 9 to 10 p. m.
Ruth Kellermyer was named
Friday's parade will be known stage manager for "The Male Ani*»- ■ ■— \l/;H AH.nJ
from the clutches of the upper- and phone number on the bulletin any ability to double or read dia- dents and would pay the fees of
as
the
Parade
of
the
Century
and
Group Will Attend
nearly
175
students.
c|.>8men,) and the sophomore men
mal,"
according to Elden T. Smith,
lect parts.
board in the "Well."
car dealers and farm implement director of the University theatre,
P. fc.. Outing Meat (eager to defend their supremacy
The
"great
exodus"
will
begin
dealers along with the high school when he announced the technical
land that of their superiors.)
Friday
afternoon
and
extend
bands from Cygnet, Montgomery crew for the production last week.
Bowling Green State University
For weeks members of both through till early Saturday morn(Wayne), Pemberville, and Por- Martha Ixiwn is sssistsnt stage
will be represented at the Ohio'teams have been getting in condi- ing, which, unless you plan to fly,
tage will help to make up the manager.
College Outing Conference to be tion for the event.
Study was will be the deadline if you expect
parade.
Again there will be conheld at Tar Hollow Camp, Rosa-'surrendered to sleep; ice cream to make the opening kick-off. So,
Peg Hiltz is property mistress;
certs by the bands in the evening; Phil Miles is stage carpenter. CosHocking State Park, October 11 < and cokes were given up to make until Saturday, "Next stop,
Armory,
6
to
7
p.
m.
and
8
to
9
p.
and 12. it was announced by the room for real vitamins.
There Miami!"
tumes are in charge of Lois Mills
physical education department.
jwere several traffic accidents on
and Roger Wheeler will direct
the University would drop them m.; and Courthouse, 7 to 8 p
By JOHN BERCHMAN
and
9
to
10
p.
m.
Faculty members to attend from the cinder track between fellows
lighting.
With athletics definitely on the from their schedules and in doing
The
Bowling
Green
High
School
this University will include Miss'.limbering up for the big moment.' -•
«
*~,i
>*ii s
so
the
academic
reputation
of
the
upbeat here at the University and
Wilhelm Direct. Buiinrai
Carolyn Shaw, Mias Emily HartIt was a good fsst fight and a Men S Lllee L-IUD
with campus opinion strongly in University would be jeopardized. band will march and play at the
The business staff is headed by
concerts each of the three days.
man, Miss Gertrude Eppler and fair one—except for a few handiComment* Recejved
favor of bigger and better teams
Jack Wilhelm. His assistants are
Typical of the comments reWarren E. Steller. Arlene Fish- \ caps suffered by the freshmen,
the question "Do you favor the
Max Hanke and Marshall Folts.
er, president of the Physical EduWho won! Your guess is ss
subsidization of athletes hare on ceived are as follows:
Seven Admitted To
Lois Mayfleld is handling the Bee
Doug Myers, sophomore from
cation club, and Scott Street will good as anyone's, but here we are
campus" was asked in a survey
Shatzel infirmary Gee News publicity.
Columbus: "That's what the school
represent the students of Bowling in another week of freshman inAt s meeting of the Men's Glee taken by this department.
Neuman Mahla, technical direcGreen,
itiation.
To obtain a more concise opinion needs—bigger and better teams
Club Thursday evening Kelvern
The following girls were sd-ltor, has designed the original
Misamore was elected business on the subject a group of twenty and bigger and better schedules." mitted to the University infirmary setting. The living room of the
Burt Shambarger, another sophomanager of the group and primary students were interviewed and the
Montpelier stated, for treatment last week: Kathryn professor's'home will be of modern
plans for the spring tour were dis- result was that over 80 per cent more from
Brooks, Jane Davis, Joan Echel- design.
Unique lighting effecta
cussed. Misamore, a senior from of those Interviewed were in favor "Thst is one feature that would do barger, Mary Ann Murschel, snd j will be a feature of the stage picFindlay, will succeed Carrol Cheek of subsidisation, the actual count more for the growth and prestige
LARRY KUHL IN "MY OPINION"—"Frcmkie gives Joe and who is now sttending the Univer- being 18 in favor, three against of this school than sny ten others." Virginia Forney.
ture.
Winnie a hand and hemispheric solidarity is a forgotten issue." sity of Cincinnati.
and one undecided.
Opinion Back. Move
BOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS"—"Who among you is The spring tour, according to
Prof. Leon Fauley, director of the
Pointing out that campus opinloleranl and therefore can claim that he is educated?"
group, will be conducted the third ion as well as faculty opinion has
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH"—"Doggonit, the novelty of this week "in March and will be routed gone on record as favoring the
3 WAA fall .port, .upper
25 Male Animal — play, also
year's crop o[ freshman girls is beginning to wear off already." through Van Wert to Fort Wayne, move last yesr nesrly sll those October
5 Five Sister dance (private)
Homecoming dance
then on to Chicago. The return who favored the motion stated
S Three Kay open home tea.
26 Inter- Sorority Scholarship
6 later-Sorority formal
DAVE KHOFT IN "MOURNING MALE"—"There are three will be through southern Illinois that this would do more to festure
8 Organ recital
7 YMCA and YWCA aaaaal
tea
classes cf women on the Bowling Green campus—the intellec- and then back to Bowling Green by the growth of the University than 10 Kohl Hall all-campu> dance
dance
31 La. Amiga, all-camput Masway of Cincinnati. If sny stu- any other single factor.
tual, the beautiful, and the majority."
10-11-12 University play
querade ball
11 Swan Club aplaeh party or
dent whose home town is along the
Those who objected to the pro13 Nickelodeon dance
November
Nickelodion dance
way, wishes to have the Glee Club posal stated that with the "con14 Seven Sister Christmas tea
2 Phr.tr. open hou.a tea
sing there, he should contact Prof- ception" of this so-called evil many
12 Skol tea
19 Christmas vacation begin.
5 Organ recital
fessor
Fsuley
or
Miss
Moore
in
the
schools
which
regularly
schedule
16
Rufui
Roil
Marionette.
Homecoming election to be held Monday In Rec. Hall
January
7 Sophomore dance
Practical Arts Building.
17 Square dance
5 Chri.tma. vacation end.
8 Skol .port dance
Migration day at Miami Saturday
Approximately 50 voices have
YMCA Plan. Smoker
7 Organ recital
15 Inter-Sorority name band
16 Nickelodeon dance
CAA discontinued
been tested for the group, however
10 Skol all-camptu dance
16 Five Sister te.
19 La. Amiga, tea
the final selection will be limited
Technical staff of play named
The YMCA is plsnning a facul16 Nickelodeon dance
19-24 Thanlugiving vacation
22 Male Animal—play
to 36 men. More first tenors are
Cross country men and footballers go to Miami
ty-student smoker Thursday, Oc17 YWCA In tor., tion. I festi29 WAA formal
23 Male Animal—play
needed to complete the group and
val
24 Homecoming dance — both December
Kohl Hall sponsors the "Redskin Rhumba."
all other parts will be closed un- tober 16. Watch the News next
26-30 Examination week
3 Organ recital
gym.
week for particulars.
less students volunteer soon.
Radio program work started

161 Get NYA Aid
For First Semester

Kellermyer Will
Be Stage Manager
For 'Male Animal'

Survey Reveals Favor
For Stressing Athletics

Books Spring Tour

What They Are Saying...

Dances Cram New Social Calendar

In Today's News...

:
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Mourning
Male

—

Campus Camera

—

By DAVE KROFT
For about the last eight years, ever since
the advent of the Roosevelt regime, we have
been endeavoring to build up the Good Neighbor policy. We have encouraged our mertries, and we have encouraged these countries
chants to sell to the Latin American counto buy from us. The principal reason for
this was to build up hemispheric solidarity
to strenghten our defens". After a great
deal of dickering, we were able to get permission to build an air base on Brazilian territority directly opposite Dakar, with the
thought of forstalling any invasion of this
hemisphere. Brazil was not any too eager
to make this concession, for the simple reason
that no country likes to harbor foreign military establishments on its own soil.
At the same time. Brazil consented to build
highways which would facilitate her defense. Credits were issued to her through
Jesse Jones and the Export-Import Bank. She
immediately placed an order with Internation Harvester for the needed road building
machinery. This order was placed last spring,
but as yet the office of export control has not
allowed the machinery to be shipped. Why?
Because Frankie (President Roosevelt) has
decided to give Joe (Stalin) and Winnie
a hand.

National AtN*-<Wr«: Zrr-iet, Inc.
oat*
'-~kx— »w*»

Thanks to an unidentified freshUOHUM.
.WYOMl K.V.
man for this bit of poetic verse.
A squirrel looked at a freshman,
Its mother's gate did meet—
STAFF
"Yes, darling," said the mother,
Staff Meets Every Wednesday at 7 p. in. "But that's not the kind we eat."
Office in Administration Building. Phone 2631
« >
He: Do iron knew
Editor-in-Chief
Richard Dunipnce
what good clean fun is?
415 West Wooster St
Phone 2462
She: No, what food is it?
Max Hanke
< 9
Business Manager
Phone 8051
The boy: There are a lot of
Kohl Hall
couples that don't pet in parked
Hugh Nott
Managing Editor
Dave Kroft, cars.
Associate Editors
Another boy: Yes, the woods are
Lawrence Kuhl
Don Cunningham full of them.
Sports Editor..
< >
Assistants —Bob Berardi, Walter Buti,
Motto of the weak:
Frank Alexander. James Sullivan, and Betty Toy
A bird in the hand U bad table
Martha Walrath
Society Editor
Assistants -Marianne Bell, Ann Koch,
Grace Pictschman, Donna
Overheard on the campus: Oh,
Linker, and Irene Case
Jane Grabman, Jack Wilhelm sure trier's a pretty side to BowlArtists
News Reporters—Lois Mayflcld, Ruth Hard- ing Green, (p. s. I wish 1 could
ing, Pauline Aeschliman, Josephine True, fatal some of them).
Mirridelle DePue, Max Ihrig, George
€ >
Yerly, Carl Bartch, Betty Jeanne JohnCould I try on that
son, Ruth Barnum, Shirley Sweet, Robert ■uit in the window?
Speck, Vida Harms, Gene Dean, Doris
—We'd much rather you would j
Torrey, Betty Neeb, Pat Schwietzer, Dorothy Ann Salisbury, I,orrene Broseke, and use the dressing room.
« »
Knute Rochte.
And then there was the man
Advertising Manager
Perry Shilts
Assistants — Marilyn Traver, Marjorie who said: "There are three classes'
Hilt, Betty Goodenough. Mary of women on the Bowling Green I
Lou Deialer, Ann Koch, Janet campus — the intellectual, t h e j
Holtmeyer, and Maryvonne
beautiful, and the majority."
Clark
« »
Circulation Manager
Eugene Skora
Our uaually weak
Assistants—Al Hurman, Dale McOmber
Secretaries
Pauline Aeschliman, definition—An ash tray ii some- ;
•
Lois Holtmeyer thing to put cigarettes in when the
room hat no floor.
The opinion! sspreixd in the •i|n«d
c >
columns of this paper are tho«e of the columAnd thanks to many contribunists themselves, and do not reflect the policy tors, we present the joke of the
of this paper.
week—The parlor service at ShatMl Hall.
c »
When a girl give,
her picture to a boy it*» jutt to remind him that .he's prettier than
•he it.
The casting of the "Male Animal" i
c >
marks the inaugeration of the fourth | A city mid u chorUK girl,
season for the present University, Are much alikt* 'tis true—
theatre group. Started the year after,| v A city's built with outskirts,
the new auditorium was completed un- A chorus girl is too!

ALL BECAUSE OF JOE AND WINNIE

Campus Flivvers Revive
Memories of First Model T

after the very frequent "blowouts"
which Modcl-T seemed to delight
This is the biography of the in performing.
flivver.
It all began on a cold
Down the long hard years,
New Year's Day long ugo in far- Model-T has struggled through:
away Michigan, where a baby many times being pushed and
Ford was born. Now we today do pulled but always, somehow, getnot think much of the birth of a ting there. Today she is affectionFord, what with all our labor- ately known on all college cam.
saving devices 'n'such, but at that purrs as "Tin Liz" and is glortime it was quite an event. So—, iously arrayed in the brightest of
papa Henry soon became pressed j paints, autographs, V such. And
for a name for his celebrated in- so, Model-T will faithfully lumber
fant, and finally hit upon "Model- along, until someday, like the fa
mous one-hoss shay, she will comT."
der the direction of Prof. Upton Palmer,
« >
Now Model-T was no ordinary pletely disintegrate.
"My scotch boy
the University drama group has proAlthough her chassis
duced numerous smash hits that not friend lent me a picture of him- vehicle.
wasn't so well curved as some of
only made the student body appreciative self today."
her haughty grandchildren, still
of good dramatic endeavor but has at- "Is It a good one of him?"
she possessed a sturdy stance
tracted favorable and progressive in- "I don't know, I haven't de- which no amount of shaking and
veloped
it
yet."
| shuddering could destroy. True,
terest.
« >
I she often became overheated after
Working the first year under a cur- A lot of shapely
girls regard .too much exercise, but this she
tailed set-up the Palmer-directed group bathing: suits as dry goods.
By PAT SCHWEITZER
controlled very well by what is
presented "It Can't Happen Here" and
jnow known as "letting off steam."
Oh,
do I have to kiss him—isn't
a hilarious comedy success, "Beggar on
I (In fact, at times the steam became the proposal enough for one day?
Horseback," to packed houses. Here
a veritable smokescreen). Another Pardon me, but what is your name
started the growth of the University
Btrange phenomena which Model-T and telephone number—that upper
Theatre as a splendid publicity medium.
developed was that of "choking." classman over there wants to
But I can't ask her for a
"Bury the Dead," "Our Town,"
{Sometimes for blocks at a stretch know.
"Room Service," and "Taming of the Swan Club . . . Tryouta for she would go through these queer, date—I don't even know her, and
Shrew" were the quartet of hits that Swan Club will be held Wed- spasmodic convulsions, much re- besides did you get a good look at
established new attendance records in nesday and Friday of this week sembling an alcoholic who is very, her face? Yes. M'am, I'll be glad
and next week at 4 p. m. in the very ill.
to clean your room any time that
the following year.
| One requisite to riding Model-T your little heart desires.
Nutatorium.
Prospective students and potential
was
the
presence
of
both
crank
These are only a few of the
Kindergarten-Primary . . . The
University backers alike came from the Kindergarten-Primary Club is and jack. Very tempermental by phrases that have been heard, not
surrounding districts to witness the sponsoring a "get together" party nature, our little autobus would around the world, but around the
successes and were favorably im- tonight at 7:30 in the Recreation invariably develop a stubborn Bowling Green campus in the past
pressed ; returning to their own locali- Hall. All new students enrolled streak on some lonely road. It was few weeks. Yes, this is exactly
ties to boast the merits of the players in the department of elementary then necessary for the harried what the poor, lamented freshmen
education are cordially invited to driver to dismount, remove the have had to contend with.
and of the University.
horsehair covered seat (after conOh, you understand, we're not
Continuing the following year under attend.
siderable tugging), fumble around complaining—we don't mind the
Recorded
Concert
.
.
Next
in
the direction of Elden T. Smith the the series of recorded concerts will after the crank, and, after much hazing. We just love to make beds,
drama group produced "Margin For be presented in 208 P. A. at 8 p. m. sweating and straining, Anally ca- clean rooms, most of us just die
Error," "Outward Bound," "Pride and Thursday. On the program are jole Henry's wonder child into a to give our last cigarette to the
Prejudice," and "Twelfth Night." Each "The Marriage ol Figaro Over- gentler mood. The same laborious senior standing next to us, and
seemingly better than the previous one ture" by Mozart; "Symphony No. process was repeated with the jack
(Continued on page 4)
and all serving to attract favorable at- 5 in E Minor" by Tschaikowsky;
and "Scorccrer's Apprentice" by
tention to the University.
To be sure the maintainence of the Dukas. Everyone is invited to atproject is great, and the investment of tend.
Intercollegiate Swimming . . .
the ultra modern facilities of the stage Any
freshman or upperclassman Pen Up Campus Wolves
with its workshops, wardrobes, dressing interested
For A Better Homecoming
swim- Editor—Bee Gee News:
solons, and lighting equipment is equal- ming reportin tointercollegiate
Editor Bee Gee News:
Coach M. B. Cox
ly large but the dividends in publicity at the Natatorium on Wednesday Since there Is supposed to be Some sixteen or seventeen days
for the University has proven it a evenings. Upperclassmcn divers an equality in status of men and will come to pass and once again
women, I propose the following the B. G. campus will be flooded
worthwhile investment.
please take special notice.
for men: Every fresh- with past heroes and scholars.
The coming season with its slate of Migration Day ... Be aure to regulations
man man can be out until 9 o'clock,
Broadway hits will continue to create a trek to Miami this week-end to see but, if he brings a library slip, he Homecoming. They are here again
tell you and me about the times
new interest in dramatic art on the the Falcons meet the Redskins can be out until 9:16. Five- to
at B. G. when.
campus as well as to swell to a new Saturday afternoon.
hundred extra permit slips are
These grada will not be confined
greatness the prestige of the Univernothing to the librarians. It he to the campus.
The dignified
is an upperclassman he may have alumni will let down their hair and
sity in the eyes of the ever growing
a 10 o'clock permission; and jun- "do the town." Many will he
number of theatre goers—RD
iors and seniors "might" have un- trailing old friends, gals, and othlimited 11 o'clocks. Men must not ers, in their "unsober moments,"
"yoo-hoo" from Kohl Hall win- prospecting for new acquaintances.
dows. Ice cream saloons must be As
these
ex-Bee-Gee'rs
pass
With an eye to the future a suggested
by all male students. The through the streets of this, their
project comes to mind. In past years By MARY JEAN THATCHER avoided
house father must see that his college home, will the town seem
there has been connected with the The Smiths of America seem to charges are asleep and be ready
dull and lifeless? It is our place
hiring of the band for the Inter-Fra- have their headquarters on Ridge to administer any first aid.
to answer that question. At the
ternity Name Band Dance a certain Street.
About the permissions: the men last home football game the only
amount of uncertainty that has proved Nine people by that name live desiring to go home must have thing that would lead one to bein one block near the University. the "Board of Male Morals" sign lieve that Bowling Green was a
uneconomical.
Bands have been hired, lost and other Imagine the predicaments that can a pink, red, white, and blue slip; college town was the few flags that
and they must have these signed the merchants placed in front of
bands have been substituted because the and do result!
orchestra bookers have not had sufficient It was just another case of mis- by the mayor and town council of their stores. It's up to us stuidentity when Professor El- the place which they visit. Be- dents to really make the grade feel
time to work in a one night stop at taken
T. Smith and family, who re- fore they can visit anywhere, the at home. Let's all become HomeBowling Green in the tour of the or- den
cently moved into this unusual students must have permission coming conscious and make the
chestras.
section in Ridge Street, received a slips signed by their parents; and
"look alive." Wherever you
It is my contention that if negotia- "for sale" sign by special delivery. this paper states the man is old town
even if you are the only stutions were started early in the fall when It belonged to another of the enough to be away from the fam- live,
dent in the house, fly the orange
ily apron strings. Also, a family and brown. No matter what rethe bookers are making up the tours Smiths.
of the bands that they would be more The mailman has difficulties too. tree must accompany this slip.
mote corner of town these grads
than happy to include a one nighter at and frequently gets the Smith mail As a recreational air, there will may prowl let their eyes feast on
Bowling Green to help pay the traveling 'mixed, but then, who wouldn't? be erected a new croquet field; and, signs of welcome and colors of
expenses of going from one engagement Ne one is immune, Mr. Frank under the eyes of two chaperons memory.
Smith of the Monument Com- for each couple, play will be conEd Christian
to another. In fact, it seems, that there IE.
pany discovered when he received ducted from two o'clock to five
would be a reduced rate for this engage- the
laundry belonging to an at- o'clock' in the afternoon.
ation would be only fair to inment because of its convenience for the torney of the same name.
I hope no one will interpret clude the men; and this seems to
band, and therefore we would be getting Then there waa that man who than as facetious remarks be- be the most unfair method. If
a better band at a better price.
| knocked at the door ol one of the cause they were written in the the women are to be penned up,
Start now—make the next Inter- various Smith residents and asked, spirit of helpfulness. If certain we must remove temptation from
group* are going to give crushing the men.
Fraternity dance truly a name band , "Where does Mr. Smith live?"
1
Florence Shreve
Which one, mister?
supervision to the women, the situdance.—RD

Wait 'Til Next Year
Is Freshman Motto
As Rap Nears End

Announcements
For The Week

If You're Looking
For Mister Smith,
Better Say Elden

Another good friend of the United States
is the Argentine paper "I* Nacion." It has
been one of the loudest opponents of Hitler,
and it has exercised a tremendous influence
over the people of that country.
Recently,
however, it asked to buy a small amount of
zinc here in order to repair its printing machinery. This order was placed in mid-summer, but as yet, nothing has happened. Why?
Because Frankie has decided to give JIM? and
Winnie a hand.

Nor is it only our South American neighbors who have felt the results of Frankie's
caprice. I know of a man in Akron who waa
the owner of a small foundry. He did not
do enough of a volume of business to warrant
his buying supplies from the steel companies
on a large scale. When he had a call for
supplies, he purchased them from a larger
foundry. A recent government priorities edict,
however, forbids this practice. However Mr.
J— cannot obtain the goods he needs form
the steel companies because it is all that they
can do to supply their old customers. Thus
there was nothing for him to do but to go out
of business.
Why?
Because Frankie has
decided to give Joe and Winnie a hand.
THE DEBT GROWS AND GROWS
Thin country is going deeper and deeper
into debt. A burden that will tax future
generations for years to come is growing
heavier and heavier every day. Prices are
soaring; we are drifting closer and closer to
inflation. Freedom is being curtailed. Blunderers such as Ickes stumble blindly trying
to solve problems of which, they have not the
slightest grasp. Why? Because Frankie has
decided to give Joe and Winnie a hand.
Men who formerly held good paying, responsible jobs are trading them in for $21 a
month. Men who were studying in schools
have been forced to give up their academic
work to learn how to rip a man to pieces. Men
who are perhaps the cream of the nation are
being groomed not for' the defense of our
country*, 'or which these sacrifices would be
worth while, but for another expeditionary
force to die righting Europe's war. Why? B*
cause Frankie has decided to give Jot :m<]
Winnie a hand.
•But remember this, Frankie, when you're
dead, you're dead for an awful long time!

By JOSEPHINE TRUE

First Nighters Aid
University Publicity

A Real Name Band

it's my opinion

By
LAWRENCE
KUHL

mere musings
I have heard it said that a man to be
educated must be tolerant.
So being desirous of having the title of an educated man
I went to the dictionary to find the definition
of tolerance. The description of the word
given was "the disposition to allow the existence of beliefs, practices, or habits differing
from one's own; a sympathetic understanding
of anothera position." But I thought this cannot be for if this is true then the society that
I associate myself with is not educated; In
fact, the world is not- educated.
With this in mind I set about trying to
find an educated man who was tolerant and
free from bigotry. First I searched the
present day leaders; Hitler, Mussolini, Churchill, yes and even the president of our own
country, Roosevelt, but I found them wanting
in one way or another. They according to
my definition were not educated men because
they lacked tolerance. Not merely because
of their 'differing political ideologies but because of their persecutions of men who were
for peace at what ever the price.
WHO AMONG US IS TOLERANT?
Perhaps it is because I am too much of a
dreamer to be realistic but I think that we all
have room to improve as far as tolerance is
concerned. How many of us are free from
prejudice? How many can see the other persons point of view; further how many of us
even try to see the other side of the issue?
Some years ago Darwin printed his "Orgin
of Species" causing at the time an outburst
of comment. It destroyed the tranquillity of
the age. Church fathers said that his idea
of creation was counter to the Idea of creation
in the Bible. So with this in mind they set
about to determine the exact year the earth
was created. After much figuring they came
forth with startling fact that the earth was
founded October 24, 4004 B. C. According to
Webster these men were not tolerant and fur-

ther we can say that these men were uneducated.
But still I will not give up, I thought, there
is at least one man in the world that measures
up to my standard of an educated person. \it
try as I would I could think of none. So with
this in mind I set about to conjure up in my
own mind an educated man. True, he is not
a man without prejudice but he is rather a
person of understanding. The ability of having strength of his own convictions but at the
same time recognizing the merit of others'
beliefs. A person who is not afraid to hear
the other man's ideas.
CONCLUSIONS ARE DRAWN DOWN
This I think is the essence of tolerance. For
I am firmly convinced that the dogmatic person is the way he is because he is fearful of
hearing other ideas lest his own world of convictions and conventions come tumbling down
on him and destroy his faith.
PEOPLE AND A GENIUS
Just recently H. G. Wells, prophet extraordinary, has come out with the startling
piece of news that unless man can hurridly
adjust himself they are destined for racial
extermination. Strangely enough Mr. Wells
said nothing that most of us have not thought
for a long tmie. Odd how a perfectly commonplace suggestion becomes the word of the wise
when it is offered by a man whom we a long
time ago put on a pedestal and hailed as a
genius.
But still that is the way people are. They
are to prone to accept the words of a man
that at one time has written something that
has been printed for the public to read. The
word genius is, like radical, an over used word
in the English vocabulary. But still he is
right snd it is worth a thought. Though I
doubt that many people took notice of H at the
time, they may be reminded of it at some
future date.

nott much
Doggonit. the novelty of this year's crop of
freshman girls is beginning to wear off already . . . the frosh have become completely
oriented and stuff . . . now they feel all grown
up and proudly hail themselves as typical
coeds . . . but why do they want to be typical
coeds? . . . what possible-glamor can they see
in being just like everyone else? ... if freshman girls could only realize that it's their
utter freshness and differentness that makes
them so appealing and popular during their
first week on campus, they'd never change . . .
but no, they have to imitate their big sisters
(who incidentally also were cute individual
freshmen) and learn to look.bored even when
they're having a swell time . . . they learn to
wear the autumn colors, even if they look
like the bride of Frankenstein in them . . .
they learn to leave sticky messes #of lipstick
on your cigarette . . . but what really hurts
is that we love 'em for it.

POSIES TO PEOPLE

SEALOCK

By
HUGH
NOTT

the squsd pulled out for Akron.
DISSERTATION IN C-SHARP MINOR
Gee, it's nice to see Jean "Sun Valley"
Goodnight dashing. around with Ty Smith
again ... we still think they make a perfect
Joe and Josie College duet . . . about the
cutest thing we've seen in a long time is Arthur "Arkanssw" Barbier, the self-appointed
mascot of Las Amigas; he shines shoes, puts
on records, combs hair, and comes across with
an Ozark accent that smacks of Skunk Hollow
and Lil'l Abner ... a toast to the InterSorority Council for deciding to pull another
name hand to the campus for their prom . . .
but Gawd help 'em if they produce another
"name band" like Charlie Baum and his none
too rugged Bombers ... it seems to us that
somebody could pull some strings somewhere
and bring Charlie Spivak to Bowling: Green
sometime this year . . . and for smaller
dances we think Ernie Duffield (remember
Sadie Hawkins Day?) is about tops in the
low-priced orchestra class.

Tc anyone who had a hand in selecting the
Miami game as Migration Day ... to the
blessed South Wind that keeps that such-and- CAMPUS RUMORS
such ketchup smell on the other side of town " We've heard that the "Falcon's Nest" may
. . . to any member of the cross-country squad; be opened, under another name . . . but it
it takes plenty to run six miles a night to get seems unfair, somehow . . . the student body
in condition for agruelling race that nobody voted on that title last year and selected it
comes to see ... to Bob Fruth for his willing- by an overwhelming majority . . . after thinkness to let the "News" use a profile shot of ing of "it as the "Nest" for so long, it would
his alleged car for a pic ... to the kind- he darned inconvenient to call it the "Cabin"
hearted city cop who brought Eddie Wellner, or something similar ... it seems funny to
Ralph Quisenberry, and Ed Huffman to the see some of the gerjuss gals who were dated
Men's gymnasium in a police ear with all the up for weeks ahead last year studying alone
sirens screaming Just a few minutes before at the library.
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IDEAL BEAUTY
SHOP
FOR HOME FACIALS
Try our new Monique
Facial Supplier
SctaialuMr'i Bakery U noleJ
for iU parly delicacies. Whan
yoo are planninf a party
soc *■-

SCHEIDHAUER'S
BAKERY
HE adv. and 6Sc will clean
and proas a suit, topcoat.
•Was or ladles' coat. Coupon must be presented when
order is taken.
HOME LAUNDRY AND
DEPENDABLE CLEANERS
166 W. Wooster
MEET YOUR FRIENDS
at

ROGERS BROS.
DRUC STORE
Next door to the Cla-Zel

Stop in and try one of
our delicious Hamburg* . . . for a snack
... for a meal.

GIANT
HAMBURG
"A Real Treat"

New Shipment of
"JOAN MILLER"
New Torso Dresses
at

KESSEL'S
HOLLAND
DAIRY STORE
SODAS
MALTED MILK
SALADS
SANDWICHES
CANDY
POTATO CHIPS
REFRESHING BEVERAGES

*15X?&!S Imp ™*
Booked
8-0 In Mud Battle
For Stiff Test At Oxford
1,0

STUDENTS!!

10% off on $1, $2, $3
meal tickets

Whitehouse
Hamburger
Shop
CHILI 10c

SOUP 10c

.^sr
Prompt service for all
your dairy needs . . .

Model Dairy

stables at 6:30 tonight
Riding And Dance University
All girls interested are invited to
Clubs Hold First atend.
The test meeting of the Square
Meetings Of Year Dance
Club will be Monday, Octo-

Playing on a rainy field against
a strong- University of Akron
Coach Bob Whittaker and his gridders face about as
team the Falcons were handed tough an assignment possible when they travel to Oxford
their first defeat of the year by an Saturday to see what" they can do about stopping Miami's
8 to 0 score last Friday night in juggernaut eleven.
a nocturnal game played in the
Miami, which went through the entire season last fall
large Akron Rubber Bowl.
without a victory, has rejuvinated its lineup, injected six
The Zippers presented a strong sophomores into the lineup, and*
eleven on the field with Flossie now is rated one of the country's with another sophomore. Ronald
proving to be their mainstay. The most improved teams. Last week \ Hassler, completes a backfield that
Zippers scored their first points they stepped entirely out of their |Will average 190 pounds.
when Marazon covered his block- 'class and absorbed a 45-0 mauling
On the forward wall the Reded kick in the end tone.
at the hands of the University of skins have two seniors, a pair of
Interception Means Score
, Illinois, but previous to that time, juniors and three sophomores who
In the fourth period the Zippers ithe Indians had little trouble average a 198 lb. per man. Standscored the only touchdown of the rambling over little Hanover Col- outs in the line are Jack Mur at
game. With the ball on their own lege 53-0 in their opener, then re- left end and Bob Hehler at left
fifteen yard line the Falcons tried turning the following week to tackle.
Falcons Are Underdogs
to pass themselves out of danger. spank Walbash in an easy 26-0
The Falcons will, for the second
Sielschott's pass was intercepted victory.
Heading the "Redskin Rhumba" time in as many weeks, enter the
by Flossie who ran it back for a
which has scored 79 points in three game as the underdogs, due to
touchdown,
Akron also was the main ground games are a pair of sophomores, past performances and the fact
gainer as they tailed thirteen first Carl Terry. 6'3"-207 lb. halfback that they will have to spot their
downs to the Falcons' six. The from Ironton and Franklin Shands. opponents 12 pounds per man on
Zippers reeled oft" 167 yards by 6'1"-188 lb. colored speedster from the line and 23 pounds per man in
the backfield.
rushing and 20 by passes. Whit- Ixtckland.
Despite this fact, the Falcons
taker's charges marked up 98
Backfield Averages 190
yards by rushing and 26 by passWarren Rockwell is the only showed enough improvement in
ing.
veteran in the backfield and along last week's game against Akron
to show that they must be reckoned with in all coming contest*.

Intramural Program Released

CLASS SPORTS
SPORT
I Soccer
Speedball
Cross CountryTennis
Golf
Handball
Swimming

ENTRIES CLOSE
Oct 3
Oct. :i
Nov. 7
Oct 3
(let. 3
Oct. 31
Nov. 24

1KHSE — DOHM
SPORT
Touch Football
Cross Country
Volleyball

ENTRIES CLOSE
Oct. 17
Nov. 14
Oct. 31

COMPETITION
Oct. 20—Nov. 26
Nov. 19
Nov. 3— Nov. 26

h:\TRIKS
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.

COMPETITION
Oct. 11—9:00 a. i
Nov. 3—Nov. 26
Nov. 3—Nov. 26
Oct. 6—Oct 31
Nov. 3—Nov. 26
Sept. 25— Nov. 26

FACVLTY
SPORT
Golf (Student-Faculty)
Tournament
Volleyball
Handball
Tennis
Rifle Shooting
•Swimming

CLOSE
3
31
SI
3
31

COMPETITION
Oct.

c> Oct. :u

Read the advertisements; the,
•rill save yon money.

€ »

Intercepted Pass And
Rejuvinated Miami Redskins Hold Large Weight
Blocked Kick Lead
Advantage; Brown And Orange
To Akron Scores
Are Rated Underdog*

Modern Dance Group
Elect Officer*
For Year
The Boots and Saddle ClnW held
its first meeting of the year in the
home of Dr. Rhea McCain last
Wednesday evening. New officers
were elected as follows: Helena
Schwin, president; Marie Decker,
vice-president; Gwendolin Scott,
secretary; and Marianne Bel),
treasurer. Faculty sponsors are
Dr. Rhea McCain and Miss Gertrude Eppler.

143 W. Wooster St
SUITS TO YOUR MEASURE
Have that "dressed up" look

KLEVER'S
JEWELRY STORE

HOME
RESTAURANT

for

Lucirn LcLong
Colofnoe and Perfumes

Good Food
at

Reasonable Price*

G .-«*«* ting Cards

121 N. Main St.

Meal Tickets
Greyhound Bus Depot

Dry Cleaning
Shoe Repairing

Hats Blocked
Shine

We use only the best leather
and rubber heels for ladies

A new Riding Club will b#* or-

ganized tonight for all yn-ls wishing to learn to ride ami for all
members of the present tiding
classes. First meeting will bfl in
the form of a wiener roast at the

138 N. Main

Costume Jewelry

Stationery

New officers for the Modern i
Dance Club were chosen at their
first meeting on September 29. ,
They are as follows: Jean Hering.
president; and publicity chairman,
Vicki Finnigan.
Miss Hartman,
faculty advisor, wishes for anyoaa
desiring to join the club to see I
her.

GREINER TAILOR
SHOP

ber 13. The club will meet in the
Woman's building and is open to
all students.
Regular sessions
will be held every second and
fourth Monday.

SAMMY'S
118 W. Wooster

Next l« Police Station

Work is progressing rapidly on
an $80,000 ROTC armory building
at South Dakota State college.

Oct. 6—Oct. 31
Nov. 12

Sororities!!!
Fraternities!!!

Oct.
(!--Oct. 31
Oct.
ii Oct. :il
Nov. 3—Nov. 26
Nov. 27

For successful pledge parties

and
Smokers
use

HARMS'ICE CREAM
503 Buttonwood

PH. 7441

The store that appreciates the student's patronage.

INDIVIDUAL SPORTS

ENTRIES CLOSE
Oct 3
Oct 3
Oct 3
Open to all

SPORT
Archery
Horseshoes
Shuffleboard
Sigma Delta Psi

The Place Where you
Can Meet Your Friend"

1 Falcons

PAGE 3

COMPETITION
Oct 6—Oct. 31
Oct. 6—Oct. 31
Oct. 6—Oct. 31
Every Wednesday
at 4:00 p. m.

LLOYD'S
Drug Store
Cor. Wooster and Main
BOntlO UNDII AUIHOSItr Of IMS COCA-COIA COMPANT IV

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF TOLEDO

• Informal swimming for entire family—Friday nights 7 to 9:30
The four hockey teams, under
the direction of Betty Hendrickson, are having full time scrimmages and will start team competition in a few weeks. There is
still time for any girls interested
to come out and join the teams.
Regular practices are held at 4
p. m. on Tuesday and Thursday.
GAS DOESN'T COSTIT PAYS!

THE GAS COMPANY

Member

Federal

Raserve

System

Bank of
Wood County
M. nber

Federal

SIX, SEVEN MILES UP! In air no man can breathe - and
lite! Motors—now even pilots arc "super-charged." On the
stationary bicycle (shovel Marshall Headle, chief test pilot
of Lockheed, breathes pure oxygen for 30 minutes before
• test flight in Lockheed's new interceptor.

SHE CUMIS A MILE A MINUTE. They call her "Lightning."
Pilot Headle clambers into the cockpit, switches from a
pocket oxygen flask to his cabin supply, and streaks for the
stratosphere. He's test-flown 300 different planes. But when
be lands, it's always.. ."Now for a Camel"

VOU CANT SEE HIM up there. You can scarcely hear the
hum of his motors. Then his voice comes into the radio
tower: "I Icadlc-.15,000 feet-diving now." And you just
boptl Seconds later—yes, seconds—he's landing. Aod here
he is (ibovt) cool, calm, lighting np a Camel

The soione of slower-burning Camels contains

Deposit

ce Core).

PHONE 4441

MEET "MR JORDAN"
AT THE CLA-ZEL
Starting Sat. Mid. Also SUN.-MON.-TUE.

28% LESS
NICOTINE

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
brands tested— less than any of them- according to
independent scientific tests of the smoke Itself
»1. XliimmTSSwteCenseig, WIMUa-Sssm. IS. C

"Less nicotine in the smoke means more mildness te me,"
says test pilot Marshall Headle (above),
as be lights up his... and America's... favorite cigarette
THERE may be little traffic at 35,000 feet, but test-diving any new,
untried plane is no Sunday joy-ride. No, not even for a veteran like
Marshall Headle (above).
Naturally, cigarette mildness is important to Marshall Headle. And in
the slower-burning cigarette of costlier tobaccos...Camels...he gets extra
mildness—with less nicotine in the smoke.
What cigarette are you smoking now? Chances are it's one of the five
included in the nicotine tests reported above at the left—tests which trace
Camel's advantage right down to the actual smoke itself. Obviously, the
smoke's the thing!
Try Camels, For convenience—economy—buy the canon.

Robert Moatgomciy and Claude Rains, as they appear in a scene boa
-Here Comri Mr. Jordan," destined to be a surprise comedy hk of the year!

CAMEL

THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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DELICIOUS ICE CREAM
SODAS
. SUNDAES
LUNCHES

ISALY DAIRY STORE
THE BEST CORN IN TOWN
TO POP AT HOME
10c p-r lb.

Whit. A Yellow

CORNER NEWSTAND
CAS
OIL
COMPLETE CREASING

MARATHON
UNIVERSITY STA.
"If your hair is not
becoming to you,
You should be coming
to us."
Shampoo and Wave
50c

MONTY'S BEAUTY
SALON
Adam IUt.
Wilton Shirts
Complete
Dry Cleaning Service

Central Men's
Shop

Freshman Players
Kohl Hall All-Campus Dance Friday
Elect New Officers
Will Feature "Beat Miami" Theme
If you have been takirtg heed of campus chatter for the
past week, you will have no doubt arrived at the conclusion
that the jreneral theme of conversation is "On to Miami and
scalp the Redskins." Kohl men have taken the situation
well in hand and are really doing something about it. This
Friday evening they will sponsor the Redskin Rhumba, an
all campus dance, from 9 to 12 in
the Women'* Gym. A "beat Miami"
theme will predominate in the decorations which from reports will
he nully outstanding.
Kohl Hall Band will play for the
evening. They will get into the
spirit of the evening by donning
Indian costumes. During the evening there will be special entertainment features and refreshments.
Bronion Head* Arrangement*
John Bronson is general chairman in head of arrangements for
the dance. Other committee chairmen are Don Uhl, decorations;
Bill Waltenath, refreshments;
Frank Siumlic, publicity; and Joe
'/.in In. entertainment.
So whether or not you are planning to join the Miami parade on
Saturday, we're certain you won't
want to miss Kohl Hall's Redskin
Rhumba which promises to be a
big affair.
Scheduled for Saturday night
ia a nickelodian.
Definite announcement as to time and place
will be found in the Well.

and

Dry Cleaners
Phone 30SI

133 S. Main

The Skol Sorority it making
plan- for its annual homeconiiriK
brunch and alumnae meeting to be
held Saturday. October 25. If the
new Horority house is completed
the affair will be held there.
Pauline Aeschliman is chairman of
the committee for the brunch assisted by Dorothy Boskey and Hope
McAdams.
Publicity for homecoming queen candidates will be
handled by Peggy Curtiss, chairman, Donna Linker and Ruth Wasbrun. lone Geisei, Madge Ogen
and Nancy Hemsoth are in charge
of decorations for the house and
Betty Hambler and Mable Clapper will plan the decorations for
the homecoming dance.
At the last meeting of the Five

Sister Sorority definite plans were
made for homecoming. The annual homecoming brunch will be
held at the sorority house at 11
a. m. Saturday, October *.!>. The
theme for the outside house decorations has been planned but will
remain secret until the week end
of homecoming.
Plans were discussed for fall
rushing.
In addition to these
plans a roast was planned for last
evening. The affair was for all
active members and rushees. The
committee in charge
included
Hazel Kothrock, Janet Adams, and
Mary Mick,
The Seven Sister Sorority hat
named committees for Homecoming
activities on October 24-25. On
Saturday, October 25, an alumnae

WALTER'S
for

Scotch
Cleaning and Pressing

Distinctive Frocks

59c

Campus Wear

Regular DeLuxe Service

quality shoe* and hose
140 N. Main St.

Sweaters

WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH
YOUR LAUNDRY THIS YEAR?..

CMrta.* •*DartnMfMh "Ja*e-* fMUraT*

A better method is to send ir home regularly by RAILhave it returned the same way.
Our service is fast, sure—and convenient. Economical

WAY EXPRESS—and

rates include pick up and delivery at no extra charge
within our regular vehicle Rmits in all cities and principal towns. Your choice of prepaid or collect charges.
Just as convenient too, tot "most any shipment:
Baggage, gifts, cake or » pet elephant.
I? A I I WA""
* YTV1. J-. T Y ,T».
AJOBNCY

NATION-WIDI

XPRESS
INC.
IAII-AI*

SllVICt

For An Evening Snack

CAIN'S

Skirts

Marcelled Potato Chips

75c

LEITMAN-S

Tom Bowlus, freshman from
meeting will be held in the soror- Pemberville, was elected president
ity rooms at Shatxel followed by a of Workshop Players at the first
luncheon.
Committees for the organization meeting Thursday.
celebration
are:
publicity for Other officers include Gene Dean,
queen, Helen Sturgeon, chairman, New York, program chairman;
Lee Mieslie, Fremont, vice presiEileen Pickett, Mary Percy, Lauretta Brown; homecoming luncheon, dent; Norma Boyles, Bowling
Helen
Doris Peat chairman, Mary Mar- Green, «ecretary; Mary
shall, Mary Alice Rheim, Ruth Jaynes, Bowling Green, treasurer;
Phillips; equipment for luncheon and Bob Crowell, Sandusky, acElmeda Fledderjohn, Thelma Van tivities chairman.
Almen; dance decorations Maryj The newly organized group now
Honor Crowley, chairman, Peggy,has a membership of 64, seven of
Komminsk, Helen Mosier, Jacque-! whom have parts in ""The Male.
line Pieraon; house decorations.l Animal."
Tentative plans for the year inMadeline Bichan, chairman, Ann
clude the production of an all camKoch, Meg Fridley.
pus play, exchange programs with
Evelyn McClelland w«. elected other freshman dramatic groups, a
treasurer of the 3-Kay Sorority trip tn a stage play at the Paraat the last meeting. Lust Sunday mount in Toledo, and laboratory
the sorority entertained with open work demonstrations and practice
house tea. Ruth Vermilyea Rose- by members of the group.
mary Patterson and Martha Farwig were the committee members
B. G. Faculty, Student* ,
in charge.
The committee in churge of ■
Will Attend Meeting
homecoming is; Lucille Jump, general chairman; Doris Welling,
Three faculty members, two .stn
dance chairman; Hannah.Roller, | denU and ope a|omna from Bow,_
luncheon chairman, assisted by ing Green State university will
Esther Burner and June Wasier- attend in Cleveland Saturday the
man.
annual state meeting of the Ohio
A buffet supper party was given Association for Childhood Educalust Thursday for all rushees.
tion.
The group includes Miss Neva
West, kindergarten director at the
More of Pat's Feature
Univenn'ty Laboratory School, who
(t'ontinui'd from page 2)
is state president; Miss Alice Roth
those dips in the fish pool weren't and Miss Mae Tindall, also of the
too bud.
teacher training staff at the UniOh, things could have been a lot versity; Miss Haze) Little, alumna,
worse .Mini that is just the tiouble. ami Miss Mary Mick and Miss
They have gotten much worse, Mardo Blier, students.
ever since the annual tug of war
last Friday afternoon when the j Autnoritjel( 0f nine New Eng-]
mighty sophomores pulled thut ,„,..,
|i,,_,.., imludintr
land co
colleges,
including Harvard.
Harvard,!
freshman crew through the mud have asked students not to bring,
und slime of the college pond. That automobiles to college this fall as;
"increased vigor" phrase only half a gasoline conservation measure.
describes the untold agonies that
we have gone through.
Next Friday—it seems years
uway, but we'll be free then, und
wo can look forward to next year
when we'll get those green Frosh,
and just between you and me, I'll
bet they'll be an awfully dumb
hunch.
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They're cheering Chesterfields
because they're MILDER
COOLER and BETTER-TASTING

TO* RAVI
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CLASSIC ORIGINALS
ia |

DRESS BETTER FOR LESS'

hats
gloves

purses

VAL-U DRESS
SHOPPE
117 N. Main

BON TON SHOPPE

Sweaters
Skirts
Dresses

JLou'd enjoy reading "Tobaccoland,
U.S.A.," or hearing a lecture on Chesterfield's
can't-be-copied blend of the world's best cigarette tobaccos...but the best way to learn about
Chesterfields is to try 'em. You'll find more
cigarette pleasure than you ever had before.
You'll /eln fha millions who say
WITH ME IT'S CHESTERFIELD
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